DevOps Workshop

DevOps: 1-Day Free Assessment
Ou r St o ry
We are a collective of
Cloud Consultants and
Software Engineers
specialising in Cloud

AG Tech Solutions is a born in the cloud professional services organisation that
focuses on DevOps, Cloud Migration, Automation, and Support. Our values come
from core agile practices and lean philosophy.

Management, FinOps,
Security, DevOps, Cloud
Migration, Automation

A compound of development (Dev) and operations (Ops), DevOps is the union of
people,processes and technology to continually provide value to customers.

and Lean Practices. We
automate, nurture bestpractice culture and
reduce tech-debt.

O u r M i s s io n

DevOps enables formerly siloed roles – development, IT operations, quality
engineering and security – to coordinate and collaborate to produce better, more
reliable products.
By adopting a DevOps culture along with DevOps practices and tools, teams gain
the ability to better respond to customer needs, increase confidence in the
applications they build and achieve business goals faster.

Our mission is to solve
human challenges
through innovative

Teams that adopt DevOps culture, practices and tools become high-performing,
building better products faster for greater customer satisfaction.

technology solutions and
help build a more
socially and

This improved collaboration and productivity is also integral to achieving business
goals like these:

economically just world.
We believe today's lean

•

Accelerating time to market

•

Adapting to the market and competition

•

Maintaining system stability and reliability

•

Improving the mean time to recovery

practices can influence
social change in every
level

Our highest priority is to
satisfy the customer
through continuous
delivery of valuable
services.

AG Tech will conduct a free 1-day assessment to discuss your DevOps needs and
how they might be addressed with an Azure-based implementation solution.

Contact us for a full service description:
enquiries@agtechsolutions.io

DevOps
FinOps
Workshop
Workshop

Agenda:
Our Approac h

•

Discussion of current products and roadmap, development process, and
business interest in DevOps or SRE.

•

Maturity assessment of current culture and capabilities related to: Work
Management Approach, Branching – Code Flow Strategy, Quality Controls
(Monitoring, Feedback, and Testing Strategies), Infrastructure as Code,
Continuous Integration, Continuous

•

Deployment, and end-to-end Software Development Lifecycle traceability.

•

Discussion of Security, Audit, and Compliance requirements (PCI, SOC,
HIPAA, CSA, ISO).

•

Overview and discussion around common DevOps best practices, including
agile, Kanban, tooling, current practices, and use cases.

•

Discussion related to possible next steps beyond assessment

Our core values align with
the lean movements of
the past 2 decades, from
the Agile manifesto to the
Scrum values and
DevOps principles .

v built AG Tech
We’ve
Solutions autonomous
teams around motivated
individuals. We give them
the environment and
support they need and
trust them to do the job.

Our Engineers do not just
write software, manage
projects, or build
infrastructure. They have

Deliverables:

a broad skillset, allowing
them to work across all

•

Cloud Maturity Assessment report containing high-value opportunities for
improvement.

•

Proposal for DevOps implementation roadmap including timeline and
pricing.

areas.

We measure the
autonomy of a team by
the degree of selfgovernance and
independence. Our teams
are self-directed with clear
goals and boundaries
they can work within.

Contact us for a full service description:
enquiries@agtechsolutions.io

